Correlated reaction sets (Co-Sets) are mathematically defined modules in biochemical reaction networks which facilitate the study of biological processes by decomposing complex reaction networks into conceptually simple units. According to the degree of association, Co-Sets can be classified into three types: perfect, partial and directional. Five approaches have been developed to calculate Co-Sets, including network-based pathway analysis, Monte Carlo sampling, linear optimization, enzyme subsets and hard-coupled reaction sets. However, differences in design and implementation of these methods lead to discrepancies in the resulted Co-Sets as well as in their use in biotechnology which need careful interpretation. In this paper, we provide a comparative study of the methods for Co-Sets computing in detail from four aspects: (i) sensitivity, (ii) completeness and soundness, (iii) flexibility and (iv) scalability. By applying them to Escherichia coli core metabolic network, the differences and relationships among these methods are clearly articulated which may be useful for potential users. . Her research focus is the integration and analysis of high-throughput datasets using genome-scale metabolic models. She is primarily interested in developing new mathematical approaches to analyze the in silico models in order to gain insight into mechanisms of metabolic regulation.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there are an increasing number of biochemical networks being reconstructed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . As the networks grow in size and scope, it becomes a complicated problem to understand their properties and behaviors. A common solution is modularization which means breaking a network up into conceptually manageable parts [6] . Correlated reaction sets (Co-Sets) are one kind of mathematically defined modules that are widely used in the study of biochemical reaction networks. A Co-Set is composed of reactions that always appear together in functional states of a network and is derived mainly from its topology-based information. Since Co-Sets represent a functional modularization, it can include groups of nonadjacent reactions that are difficult to obtain by grouping reactions based on a visual inspection of network topology [6, 7] .
There are three types of Co-Sets classified according to the degree of association: perfect, partial and directional. The definition of each type has been described in [6] : a perfect Co-Set is a group of reactions in which any pair of reactions (v i ,v j ) is in the binary relation L per that a non-zero flux for v i implies a non-zero flux for v j in a fixed ratio and vice versa; a partial Co-Set is a group of reactions in which any pair of reactions (v i ,v j ) is in the binary relation L par that a non-zero flux for v i implies a non-zero, though variable, flux for v j and vice versa; and a directional Co-Set is a pair of reactions (v i ,v j ) in the binary relation L dir that a non-zero flux for v i implies a non-zero flux for v j but not necessarily the reverse. It is clear that L per and L par are equivalence relations while L dir , unlike the former two relations, captures the one-way type of connectivity between reactions. Thus it is more proper to name this type as a directional reaction couple [8] rather than a directional Co-Set. In the following paragraphs, we denote a directional reaction couple by v i ! v j which means reaction v i is directionally coupled with v j , i.e. if v i is utilized, then v j will also be used, but not necessarily the reverse.
Co-Sets can be calculated through FBA (flux balance analysis [9, 10] )-based approaches including network-based pathway analysis [11] [12] [13] [14] , Monte Carlo sampling [15, 16] , linear optimization [8, 10] and enzyme subsets [13, 17] as well as through approaches based on stoichiometric connectivity, such as hard-coupled reaction sets [18] . Due to the differences in design and implementation of each method, the resulted Co-Sets may be different in some situations, which will have influence on their use in biotechnology. In this paper, we make a detailed comparison of these five approaches by applying them to a sample metabolic network and articulate the differences and relationships among them from four aspects: (i) sensitivity, (ii) completeness and soundness, (iii) flexibility and (iv) scalability.
APPROACHES FOR CO-SETS COMPUTING
Co-Sets computing approaches have been applied to study properties of biochemical networks. The prior studies conclude that genes with correlated reactions often show signs of co-regulation [8, 11, [19] [20] [21] . Moreover, they are also helpful for experimental design [16] , disease treatment and alternative drug targets detection [18, 22, 23] . In this section, the technical details and application examples of each approach are briefly introduced.
Network-based pathway analysis
Network-based pathway analysis identifies Co-Sets according to the reactions' co-occurrence relationship on network-based pathways, such as elementary modes [24] [25] [26] [27] and extreme pathways [28] [29] [30] . Without loss of generality, we take extreme pathway analysis [12, 13, 31] as a typical example in the following comparison.
Given a biochemical network consisting of m metabolites and n reactions, the space of steady-state flux distributions is defined by the flux-balance equation:
where S m Â n is the stoichiometric matrix and V n Â 1 is a vector of the flux levels through each reaction [32, 33] . After decoupling each internal reversible reaction into two irreversible ones for the forward and reverse directions separately, any possible steadystate flux distribution v ss in the solution space can be represented by a non-negative linear combination of convex basis vectors as [28, 34] 
The vectors p i are called extreme pathways because they correspond to reaction pathways when represented on a flux map and they lie at the edges of the bounded null space in its conical representation [35] . Extreme pathways can be calculated through an open source tool 'expa' [36] . Given the extreme pathway matrix P (P ¼ ½p 1 ,p 2 , Á Á Á ,p w , where p k represents the k-th extreme pathway, Co-Sets can be determined from the reaction participation matrix R PM :
HereP is the binary form ofP:
where p i,j is the element in row i and column j of P andp i,j is the element in row i and column j ofP. For any two reactions, v i and v j , the values of R PM determine the correlated relationship according to the definitions above as described in algorithm 1.
Network-based pathway analysis has been used to detect Co-Sets in biochemical networks such as the metabolic networks of human red blood cell [37] , Helicobacter pylori [34, 38] and the JAK-STAT signaling network in the human B-cell [39] . The full evaluation of the network properties may lead to some novel discoveries about pathway redundancy and metabolic regulation [40] . Co-Sets are also used to predict the transcriptional structure of microorganisms such as H. pylori, Haemophilus influenzae [12] and Escherichia coli [19] , some of which have been experimentally verified [41] .
Monte Carlo sampling approach
Monte Carlo sampling was first applied in metabolic network analysis to characterize the size and shape of the solution space of steady states [15] . It generates a sample flux distribution set of available steady states through uniform random sampling [42] . In order to remove blocked reactions which are never used in any available steady state, a preprocessing is employed to reduce the network, which detects and removes any reaction whose maximun and minimum flux values both equal zero. It improves the efficiency of sampling. The sample set can be analyzed to measure the linear correlation coefficients r i,j of all reaction pairs (v i ,v j ) [16, 43] . If |r i,j |¼1, then v i and v j belong to a perfect Co-Set. On the contrary, |r i,j | ¼ 0 means v i and v j are completely uncorrelated. If 0<|r i,j |<1, then v i and v j are linearly correlated to some extent but they do not necessarily belong to a partial Co-Set or form a directional reaction couple. Although it is difficult to identify partial Co-Sets and directional reaction couples directly fromr i,j , one can determine these kinds of correlations by checking whether ðv i ,v j Þ is in relation L par or L dir on all of the sample distributions as described in algorithm 2. The Cobra toolbox [43] contains tools for Monte Carlo sampling.
Monte Carlo sampling approach has been applied to analyzing the phenotypes of human mitochondria metabolism in different physiological conditions [44] . It helps to find out that the dependence of glycolysis and the rest of the reactions changes greatly between normal conditions and diabetic conditions. Recent studies [7, 45, 46] showed that some Co-Sets contain non-contiguous groups of reactions and provide novel insights to the network and thus are Algorithm 1: Determining the relationship of v i and v j from R PM [12, 13] . highly valuable. In addition, the resulted Co-Sets are also helpful for the experimental design [16] . Mapping similarly causal single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to Co-Sets serves as a new approach in SNPs analysis which enables the classification of diseases and indicates the strategies for disease treatment [22, 23] .
Linear optimization method
Linear optimization method, such as 'Flux coupling finder(FCF)' [8, 10] , identifies Co-Sets based on the minimum and maximum ratio v i /v j of all pairwise combinations of fluxes. The relationship between reaction v i and v j can be determined based on R min ði,jÞ ¼ minðv i =v j Þ,R max ði,jÞ ¼ maxðv i =v j Þ as described in algorithm 3, where R max (i,j) and R max (i,j) are the minimal and maximal values of ratio v i /v j , respectively.
Note that before calculating the ratio of pairwise fluxes, any reversible reaction should be decoupled into two irreversible ones, whose values should be non-negative. So FCF can detect only positive linear connectivity between two irreversible reactions.
The absence and presence of reactions under any steady state of network may indicate that the related enzymes are co-regulated, or located on the same operon or controlled by the same regulon [19] . For example, Co-Sets in the metabolic network of E. coli moderately agree with its currently known transcriptional regulatory structure [19] . The studies of Co-Sets in the metabolic network of Mycobacterium tuberculosis and Homo Sapiens [22] show that Co-Sets can be used to analyze disease states in a systematic perspective and discover alternative drug targets.
Enzyme subsets approach
The enzyme subsets approach was developed by Pfeiffer and his colleagues [13] . They defined enzyme subsets as 'groups of enzymes that operate together in fixed flux proportions in all steady states of the system'. It is clear that enzyme subsets are equivalent to perfect Co-Sets. Enzyme subsets are determined from the null space of the stoichiometric matrix S as described in algorithm 4. Let Kn be a matrix consisting of the columns which form a basis of the null space, candidate enzyme subsets can be determined by finding rows i and j that Kn(i) ¼ c Â Kn(j), where c is a non-zero constant and Kn(i) is the i th row of Kn. Since there may be candidate enzyme subsets in which some irreversible reactions may contradict with each other, it is necessary to examine each candidate set and remove the ones which have contradictions. Enzyme subsets can be calculated by a computer program METATOOL [13, 17] .
In the research which aimed to identify optimal gene deletion strategies, the enzyme subsets approach was used to reduce the problem size and thus helped to avoid local optimal solutions [47] . It has also been used to reduce the reaction network before calculating its elementary modes [13] , which will enormously shorten the computation time. The investigation on the correlation between enzyme subsets and gene expression [11] found that enzymes within a given subset are genetically regulated in a coherent fashion.
Hard-coupled reaction sets
Hard coupled reaction sets (HCRs) [18] are groups of adjacent reactions corresponding to compounds with one-to-one connectivity. Given the stiochiometric matrix S of a biochemical network, the input:output score for each compound can be Algorithm 3: Determining the relationship of v i and v j from R min (i,j) and R max (i,j) [8] .
determined, where input (output) is the number of reactions in which the compound acts as a reactant (product). Reactions corresponding to 1:1, 0:2 and 2:0 compounds may group together to form a hard-coupled reaction set (see algorithm 5). When considering reactions corresponding to 0:2 or 2:0 compounds, an intermediate processing step which considers inclusion and removal of potentially reversible reactions may be needed to supervise the HCRs calculation [18] . The definition of HCRs is stricter than that of perfect Co-Sets; therefore, HCRs are subsets of perfect Co-Sets. Jamshidi and Palsson considered the hard-coupled reaction sets of M. tuberculosis' metabolic model in the context of known drug targets for tuberculosis treatment and proposed new alternative, but equivalent drug targets [18] .
Comparison of Co-Sets computation approaches
Different design and implementation cause discrepancy in the usage as well as the results of the approaches for Co-Sets computing. Understanding their differences and relationships can help the potential users to utilize them appropriately. In this section, we compare the approaches mentioned above from the following four aspects:
(i) sensitivity to environmental and genetic conditions; (ii) completeness and soundness; (iii) flexibility on the degree of correlation; (iv) scalability.
We articulate the relationships and differences by considering some sample Co-Sets generated by each methods. The sample Co-Sets are calculated on the network of E. coli core metabolism which contains 63 compounds, 62 internal reactions, 14 exchange reactions and a biomass-producing reaction [35, 48] . The full model description of the network is given in the appendix tables.
Sensitivity to environmental and genetic conditions
Environmental and genetic conditions constrain all feasible steady states in a subset of the solution space of Sv ¼ 0. As conditions change, the corresponding space of available steady state varies which results in different correlated relationship between reactions v i and v j . Reactions correlated for the most general cases are correlated under any set of conditions. However, those generally unrelated reactions may show close relationship under certain set of conditions [6, 8] . Sensitivity measures whether an approach can easily find the Co-Sets under given conditions.
The most commonly used conditions include the availability of the reactions in the biochemical network (e.g. substrate restrictions and/or gene knockouts) and the performance requirements of the reaction system (e.g. maximum level of biomass production) [49, 50] . If a reaction v i is unavailable, Algorithm 5: Calculating hard-coupled reaction sets [18] .
the flux through it is forced to be zero, i.e. v i ¼ 0. Usually, a performance requirement is translated to an objective function f ¼ c T v which represents the expected evolutionary object of a cell [9, 10] .
Both Monte Carlo sampling and linear optimization are sensitive to environmental and genetic conditions of reaction availablity and performance requirements. It is easy to introduce the corresponding conditions by adding a set of equations and inequations as additional constraints that define a subspace of the original solution space [8, 42] . Afterward, sampling or linear programming performs on the subspace and calculates the Co-Sets under the given conditions. For example, Table 1 lists the perfect Co-Sets computed by Monte Carlo sampling when the E. coli core model is constrained to grow under the aerobic minimal media conditions (i.e. no oxygen available and glucose being the only carbon resource). Since no performance requirement for the model is concerned, we remove the biomass producing reaction from the model. The Monte Carlo sampling approach obtained a set of 20,000 sampled flux distributions which are used to identify the Co-Sets. In order to avoid the effects of numerical errors, flux values are rounded off to the ninth figure after the decimal point. The minimum correlation threshold is defined as jrj ! 1 À 10 À8 . Eighteen Co-Sets are found whose sizes range from 2 to 8. Table 2 lists the results when the performance requirement for maximum level of biomass production is concerned in addition to the environmental conditions of Table 1 . The biomass-producing reaction is included in the model and defined as the objective function ( f ¼ v biomass ). Its maximum value is obtained through linear programming. Monte Carlo sampling approach performs on the subspace in which the flux of biomass-producing reaction is set to maximum. As it is shown, 43 reactions constitute a relatively large Co-Set, among which, the first 27 reactions come from Co-Sets 1-9 in Table 1 , and the others are correlated in Table 2 only. Fluxes of reactions belonging to Co-Sets 10-18 in Table 1 are constrained to 0 when biomass-producing reaction reaches its maximum level. Obviously, reactions correlated for the general case (e.g. Table 1 ) are still correlated when more conditions are added (e.g. Table 2 ). On the contrary, generally uncoupled reactions may be correlated to each other under a certain set of conditions. Note that one can still have a performance requirement with multiple Co-Sets. For example, Table 3 shows that 19 CoSets are resulted when the flux of biomass production reaction is set to 50% of the maximum level.
The enzyme subset approach can be sensitive to both reaction availability and performance requirements by employing a preprocessing step similar as that of the Monte Carlo sampling approach. In the preprocessing step, any reaction v i in which Max(v i ) ¼ Min(v i ) ¼ 0 under given conditions is removed from the network, i.e. the i th column in S is deleted. The preprocessing also detects reactions in which Maxðv i Þ ¼ Minðv i Þ 6 ¼ 0 that forms a perfect Co-Set and their corresponding columns in S are removed as well. It can be proven that the perfect Co-Sets resulted from enzyme subsets method after the preprocessing step are the same as those calculated from Monte Carlo sampling. If the objective function f ¼ c T v which represent the performance requirement is set to a fixed value, a new row vector c T should be added to S before the preprocessing step is done. The same preprocessing step can also be applied to the approach of hard-coupled reaction sets to make it sensitive to both reaction availability and performance requirements. Tables 4 and 5 list the enzyme subsets and hard-coupled reaction sets directly calculated from the stoichiometric matrix of the E. coli core model. The reactions of Co-Set 18 in Table 4 and Co-Set 20 in Table 5 are blocked in the condition of growth on the aerobic minimal media and are removed after the preprocessing step. Comparative study of Co-Sets computing methods
The approach of pathway analysis can treat with reaction availability without difficulty by removing the extreme pathways which employ unavailable reactions. However, the definition of extreme pathways [28, 34] and the existing tools to calculate them [36, 51, 52] do not take the objective function into consideration. Therefore, it is not as convenient as the other four approaches to compute the Co-Sets that meet performance requirements. Although the problem can be solved with further effort, such as selecting a subset of extreme pathways that may constitute the optimal flux distributions through the approaches of -spectrum [53] [54] [55] [56] , pathway analysis approaches are more adaptive to characterize topological properties of a network rather than treat with the conditions containing objective functions.
Completeness and soundness
Completeness characterizes whether a given approach detects all the reaction groups that match the definition of Co-Sets while soundness measures whether an approach dose not return any results that mismatch the Co-Set definition.
Consider a biochemical network in which all of the reactions are irreversible first. The relationships between v i and v j which can be detected by network-based analysis, Monte Carlo sampling and linear optimization are summarized in Figure 1 . The flux distributions of available steady states are projected to a two-dimensional coordinate plane, where the x-axis represents the flux level of v j and the y-axis represents the flux level of v i . A flux distribution of v i and v j is represented by a point (v i , v j ) in the plane.
According to the definitions of the three Co-Set types, v i and v j belong to a perfect Co-Set if and only if points of (v i ,v j ) lie on a line in the first quadrant which starts from the origin (Figure 1a ), i.e. v i ¼ a Á v j ,ða > 0Þ; and v j belong to a partial Co-Set when (v i ,v j ) distributes in the first quadrant ( Figure 1b ); more loosely, v j is directionally coupled
distributes in the first quadrant as well as the x-axis (Figure 1c) .
For network-based pathway analysis approach, such as extreme pathway analysis, since any steady state flux distribution can be represented as a nonnegative combination of extreme pathways, it is easy to prove that the resulted perfect (Figure 1d ), partial (Figure 1e ) Co-Sets and directional reaction couples (Figure 1f ) are exactly the same as the Co-Set definitions. Linear optimization method also matches the definitions perfectly (Figure 1j , k, l). A subtle difference between the former two approaches is that the linear optimization method explicitly calculates the maximum and minimum of ratio v i /v j while network-based analysis does not. We use solid lines to denote max(v i /v j ) and min(v i /v j ) if they are explicitly calculated (Figure 1j , k, l) and broken lines otherwise (Figure 1d , e, f). In a word, both network-based pathway analysis and linear optimization will give results that conform to the definition of each Co-Set type when they are applied on a non-reversible reaction network. Thus they are both complete and sound.
As for the Monte Carlo sampling approach, it should be noted that the correlated reaction groups corresponding to |r| ¼ 1, 0<|r|<1 and |r|¼ 0 respectively are not identical to the Co-Sets definition. When |r|¼1 (Figure 1g) , v i and v j can be either positively or negatively related. In this case, points of (v i ,v j ) may lie in the green line (line 1)
where
The latter two cases may occur when performance requirements are considered. The green line agrees with the case of perfect Co-Set while the red and blue line describes the cases that are not involved in perfect Co-Sets definition. Therefore the Monte Carlo sampling approach can find all the perfect Co-Sets. When performance requirements are considered, it will find some additional reaction groups that do not match the definition of perfect Co-Sets. Thus this approach is complete but not sound when it is used to calculate perfect Co-Sets. When 0 <|r|<1 (Figure 1h) , v i and v j have weaker linear correlation. Note that v i and v j do not necessarily belong to a partial Co-Set because there may be some points on the x-axis which violate the definition of partial Co-Set. If |r|¼0 (Figure 1i ), then v i and v j are completely uncoupled. However, by directly checking the sample flux distributions as described in algorithm 2, all the partial Co-Sets and the directionally correlated couples can be detected.
For the networks consisting both reversible and irreversible reactions, the results are affected by how the reversible reactions are treated. It is preferable to keep reversible reactions, as does the Monte Carlo sampling approach, than decouple them into two irreversible ones because the total effects of a reversible reaction rather than the fluxes through forward and reverse directions separately are more important. The approaches which decouple the reversible reactions, i.e. extreme pathway analysis and linear optimization method, may miss some perfect Co-Sets. For example, we calculate the Co-Sets of E. coli core metabolic network through the three approaches separately under the condition of aerobic growth on the minimal media (glucose as the only carbon source). The biomass-producing reaction is removed from the model before Co-Sets calculation. The results are listed in Tables 1, 6 and 7 for methods of Monte Carlo sampling, linear optimization and network-based pathway analysis, respectively. Figure 2 is the sample scatter matrix of reactions belonging to Co-Set 1 in Table 1 . It shows that reactions 'RPI' and 'TALA', for example, are negatively related with each other which is detected only by the Monte Carlo sampling method. Tables 6  and 7 are different in both amount and contents. The diversity is attributed to the different ways in which reversible exchanged reactions are treated. Both network based analysis and linear optimization may detect a Co-Set consisting of the forward and reverse directions of a reversible reaction, such as PIt and PIt(rev) in Tables 6 and 7 . Such results are meaningless for the original network. Therefore, we consider that these two approaches are not sound when dealing with networks containing reversible reactions.
Combined with a preprocessing step, the enzyme subsets approach will give the same answer as Monte Carlo sampling does. Therefore its completeness and soundness property is consistent with that of Monte Carlo sampling. The approach of hard-coupled reaction sets detects all HCRs in the network. Since HCRs are subsets of perfect Co-Sets, this approach is sound but not necessarily complete in both situations mentioned above.
It is worth mentioning that soundness measures whether an approach solves a defined mathematic problem correctly but it is not always equivalent to biological significance. For example, reaction groups which contains reaction pair (v i ,v j ) such that v i ¼ aÁv j þ b are biologically meaningful but they violate the property of soundness. Thus, a trade-off between soundness and biological significance should be considered.
Flexibility on the degree of correlation
In calculation of Co-Sets, some criteria need be applied to determine whether two reactions are correlated. If an approach is able to adjust its criteria for correlated reaction pairs, we consider it as a flexible approach.
Monte Carlo sampling is a flexible approach. By setting the minimum correlation threshold r, one can calculate the Co-Sets with different degree of correlation, from highly correlated (|r|ffi1) to completely uncorrelated (|r|¼ 0) [6, 16] . Table 8 shows the Co-Sets of E. coli core model resulted from Monte Carlo sampling when jrj ! 0:5. The environmental and genetic conditions are the same as those of Table  1 . Figure 3 is the sample scatter matrix of a part of reactions belonging to Co-Set 1 in Table 8 . Obviously, more reactions are assigned to be correlated with each other due to the looseness of criteria for correlated reaction pairs.
In contrast to the statistic oriented method, network-based pathway analysis provides flexibility in a function-oriented way. One can classify network-based pathways according to their functions 
Co-Sets of E. coli core model resulted from network-based pathway analysis approach under the same environmental and genetic conditions as those of Table 6 . The symbol '(rev)' means the reverse direction of its corresponding reaction. and then calculate Co-Sets on each group of them [12] . If two reactions are correlated in a networkbased pathway class (i.e. a subset of all the pathways), they are considered as correlated. For example, we classify all the 7784 extreme pathways of E. coli core metabolic network by the output exchange reactions they employ. Exchange reactions transport compounds of the biochemical system. Output exchange reactions are those which carry metabolites unidirectionally, from intracellular to extracellular. There are seven output exchange reactions in the model. Extreme pathways using a same output exchange reaction are grouped together ( Table 9 ). Note that two groups may overlap with each other since an extreme pathway may have more than one output exchange reactions. Table 10 lists Co-Sets on Groups 1 and 7, respectively. The two groups of extreme pathways share most of the Co-Sets, i.e. Co-Sets 1-15, indicating the common requirements to achieve different functions. On the other hand, the Co-Sets of the two groups vary in both amount and contents because some reactions are required to be utilized together in some functional pathway groups Table 1 (|r|ffi1). Flux's value distribution histograms (diagonal) and pairwise scatter-plots (off-diagonal) for reactions in Co-Set 1, Table 1 . The x-axis of the histograms (diagonal) indicates the magnitude of the flux through the particular reaction. The scatter-plots on the off-diagonal elements show the relationship between fluxes through two reactions. The scatter matrix is drawn by COBRA toolbox [43] . but not in others. Different classification of extreme pathways will cause different results of Co-Sets. The other three approaches, linear optimization, enzyme subsets and hard-coupled reaction sets, have no flexibility since they do not differentiate the partial and directional Co-Sets further according to the degree of correlation.
Scalability
Scalability considers whether a given approach works efficiently as the biochemical network grows in size and scope.
Network-based pathway analysis has the least scalability. From the view point of computational complexity, calculating extreme pathways or elementary modes represents an NP-hard problem [57] . Moreover, a reacent research reported that the number of extreme pathways grew exponentially with the size and complexity of the network [58] . An estimation function was also provided which enables users to estimate the number of extreme pathways for biochemical networks approximately according to four network measurements: the number of active reactions, the incoming and outgoing degree and the clustering coefficient of each active reaction. The number of elementary modes grows even faster than that of extreme pathways [30] . In short, determining the Co-Sets in this way is intractable even for medium-scale networks.
Monte Carlo sampling approaches are more scalable than network-based pathway approaches. For medium-scale networks, although enumerating all the elementary modes or extreme pathways is Table 8 (jrj ! 0:5). Flux's value distribution histograms (diagonal) and pairwise scatter-plots (off-diagonal) for a part of reactions in Co-Set 1, Table 8 . The x-axis of the histograms (diagonal) indicates the magnitude of the flux through the particular reaction. The scatter-plots on the off-diagonal elements show the relationship between fluxes through two reactions. The scatter matrix is drawn by COBRA toolbox [43] . computationally difficult, Monte Carlo sampling can be used to generate a sample set of feasible flux distributions which will be a good representation of the whole solution space. Then, Co-Sets can be identified based on the sample set. However, as the scale of the network continues to grow, the dimension and size of the solution space will be too large to get a sample set which represents the whole space well [42] , in which case the resulted Co-Sets from Monte Carlo sampling may be biased. Various revisions (e.g. Artificial Centered Hit and Run-ACHR method [59] ) to randomized sampling approach have been made to get around the 'curse of dimensionality', which improve the efficiency of sampling. Most modern implementaions of the Monte Carlo sampling approach, including COBRA toolbox [43] , have used ACHR which extends their capability on analysis of large-scale networks [42] (such as the genome-scale metabolic networks of E. coli [60] and S. cerevisiae [61] ). The linear optimization method can be used on large-scale network. Its computational complexity is O(n 2 *T(n,m)), where T(n,m) is the time needed for solving a linear optimization on a system based on a stoichiometric matrix S m Â n . Theoretically, T(n,m) is polynomial even in the worst case [62] [63] [64] .
Moreover, modern implementations of linear programming, such as software package LINDO, are highly optimized and usually perform much better than the theoretical estimation in solving practical problems. As reported in [8] , 'computational requirements are on the order of minutes for genome-scale models involving as many as 1173 reactions upon implementing the FCF procedure utilizing LINDO (Lindo Systems) accessed via C þþ on an Intel Pentium IV, 2.4-GHz, 513-MB RAM computer', Co-Sets can be calculated at a relatively low time cost through the linear optimization method for genome-scale networks.
The computational complexities of the approaches of enzyme subsets and hard-coupled reaction set are O(m 2 n) and O(mn) respectively, where m and n are the numbers of compounds and reactions in the network. They are more efficient than the other three approaches and they are able to handle large-scale networks.
CONCLUSIONS
Co-Sets have been widely used to modularize biochemical networks, simplifying their complexity and helping to understand their properties and behaviors. Co-Sets of E. coli core model resulted from network-based pathway analysis for extreme pathway groups 1 and 7 inTable 9 respectively under the condition of aerobic growth on the minimal media without performance requirement. The symbol '(rev)' means the reverse direction of its corresponding reaction.
In this paper, we compare five popular approaches for Co-Sets calculation: (a) network-based pathway analysis, (b) Monte Carlo sampling, (c) linear optimization, (d) enzyme subsets and (e) hard-coupled reaction sets. The comparison is performed in four aspects: sensitivity, completeness and soundness, flexibility and scalability. In order to clearly articulate the relationships and differences among them, we provide an example of their applications on E. coli core metabolic network.
The key results from the comparison (summarized in Table 11 ) are as follows: (i) enzyme subsets and hard-coupled reaction sets can only detect perfect Co-Sets while the other three approaches are able to calculate all the tree types of Co-Sets; (ii) network-based pathway analysis are not sensitive to the condition of performance requirements while the others are sensitive to both reaction availability and performance requirements. (iii) Two features may affect the property of completeness and soundness. One is whether there are reversible reactions in the network. The other is whether the performance requirement is considered. The former has an effect on both completeness and soundness of network-based pathway analysis and linear optimization while the latter impacts on soundness of Monte Carlo sampling and enzyme subsets. (iv) Network-based analysis and Monte Carlo sampling are flexible on the degree of correlation while the others are not. (v) The performance rank on efficiency of the five approaches from low to high is as follows: network-based analysis, Monte Carlo sampling, linear optimization, enzyme subsets and hard-coupled reaction sets. Table 11 may help the potential users choose the most appropriate tool of Co-Sets calculation.
Each approach for Co-Set computation has its advantages and disadvantages; as we begin to understand their differences and relationships, these methods can be used appropriately to study the properties and behaviors of biochemical networks.
Key Points
Co-Sets are mathematically defined modules in biochemical reaction networks which facilitate the study of biological processes by decomposing complex reaction networks into conceptually simple units. According to the degree of association,Co-Sets can be classified into three types: perfect, partial and directional. Co-Sets can be calculated through five approaches, including network-based pathway analysis, Monte Carlo sampling, linear optimization, enzyme subsets and hard-coupled reaction sets. The differences in the design and implementation of these methods led to discrepancies in four aspects: sensitivity, completeness and soundness, flexibility and scalability. Table 11 summarizes differences of the five approaches for Co-Sets computation, and help with finding a suitable method for an application.
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